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Visual Persuasive Argument Assignment 

Why Images?   

Images instantly gain audience attention, they are faster and easier to decode (make sense out of), they transcend 

language barriers, they convey emotional information more effectively than text. Most visual materials that accompany 

written arguments serve one of two functions— they appeal to the emotions ( a photograph of a calf in a pen so narrow 

that the calf cannot turn, images of polar bears on melting ice caps, etc. ) or they clarify numerical data ( a graph 

showing rise of Earth temperatures over the course of several decades). They bypass cognitive processing and directly 

appeal to emotion. 

What is Argument? 

An argument is a formal presentation of evidence that supports a particular claim or position regarding an issue of 

interest to a specific audience. Its persuasive strength rests on the rhetorical skills of the author-the art of wielding the 

rational, emotional and stylistic tools of language in a skillful and conscious effort to persuade. Its logic is built upon 

rational premises and follows to a conclusion reasonable people are willing to accept. 

Visual Argument Assignment 

Choose an argument that you want to make related to some aspect of sustainability, planetary health, Earth literacy, 

building healthy communities, etc. Refer to A World of Health: Connecting People, Place and Planet (2010), A Voice for 

Earth: American Writers Respond to the Earth Charter (2008) or visit the website http://earthcharter.org/ for additional 

ideas for your visual argument.  

Your final product will be one image. This is NOT a PowerPoint presentation.  Decide what you would like your argument 

to say and look like. Experiment with arranging images and text to create the most powerful result. 

Look for components for your visual argument - you may find images to include or create your own. Note: Don't just 

copy someone else's already completed visual argument image and use it as part of yours. Be original. By the way, did 

you know that Microsoft's www.DreamSpark.com site gives students completely free copies of full development 

packages, including Expression Studio (with Expression Web 4) and Visual Studio 2010?  These are great tools.  

Once you have created or found and modified the perfect image, add a slogan - a few clever words that get the point 

across. Think about magazine ads or billboards you see along the highway. 

Use a medium you like - Microsoft Word, Power Point, Photoshop. Any are acceptable. Remember - this is one slide in 

Power Point, or one page in MSWord, or one saved .jpg from Photoshop. 

Also, include a one paragraph (typed, double spaced) explanation for the argument you chose. Why do you feel it is 

important?  What is the message you are trying to convey with your visual argument? 

Include a list of your sources in proper MLA format along with your visual. See: 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/05/  

A Checklist for Analyzing Images 

What is the overall effect of the design? Colorful and busy (suggesting activity)? Quiet and understated (for instance, 

chiefly white and grays, with lots of empty space)? Old fashioned or cutting edge? 

What about the image immediately gets your attention? Size? Position on the page? Beauty of the image? 

Grotesqueness of the image? Humor? 

http://earthcharter.org/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/05/


Who is the audience for the image? Affluent young men? House-wives? Retired persons? 

What is the argument? 

Consider Aristotle’s notions of logos, ethos, pathos-- Ethos is an appeal to ethics, and it is a means of convincing 

someone of the character or credibility of the persuader. Pathos is an appeal to emotion, and is a way of convincing an 

audience of an argument by creating an emotional response. Logos is an appeal to logic, and is a way of persuading an 

audience by reason. 

Does the text make a rational appeal (logos) (“Tests at a leading university prove that . . . ,” “If you believe X, you should 

vote ‘No’ on this referendum”)? 

Does the image appeal to the emotions, to dearly held values (pathos)? Examples: Images of starving children or 

maltreated animals appeal to our sense of pity; images of military valor may appeal to our patriotism; images of luxury 

may appeal to our envy; images of sexually attractive people may appeal to our desire to be like them; images of 

violence or of extraordinary ugliness ( as, for instance, in some ads showing a human fetus being destroyed) may seek to 

shock us. 

 Does the image make an ethical appeal— that is, does it appeal to our character as a good human being (ethos)? Ads by 

charitable organizations often appeal to our sense of decency, fairness, and pity, but ads that appeal to our sense of 

prudence (ads for insurance companies or for investment houses) also essentially are making an ethical appeal. 

What is the relation of print to image? Does the image do most of the work, or does it serve to attract us and to lead us 

on to read the text? 

Some Helpful Links: 

Advertisements as visual arguments: 

https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=A0LEVjJG8uVZxOoAnuonnIlQ?p=visual+arguments+examples&fr=yhs-

mozilla-004&fr2=piv-web&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-

004#id=4&vid=990916d6bfca3f70a2a264f104c73fe3&action=view 

 

Visual arguments, theoretical perspectives: 

https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=A0LEVjJG8uVZxOoAnuonnIlQ?p=visual+arguments+examples&fr=yhs-

mozilla-004&fr2=piv-web&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-

004#id=1&vid=5eecc7239490c28d0565412f26d00eb4&action=view 

Visual rhetoric:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WOyF2dp4eLc 

Purdue owl video on visual arguments:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vJvivIzkDg     
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Some Examples of Visual Arguments Related to Earth Ethics Issues 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 


